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Data Express
A Comprehensive Data Toolkit
for Appraisers
Data Express combines
non-confidential
appraisal information
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with public record data
to give you the gold
standard of data.
For more information on Data Express, contact:

FNC’s unrivaled National Collateral Database™ (NCD) fuels Data Express, a research site
combining appraisal data, public record, and sales information into a supercharged analysis tool.

How it Works
Lenders and appraisers share non-confidential data from appraisals, much like sharing
credit data. The NCD then blends this information with public record data to build a single,
consolidated record for each property.
Use Data Express to tap into crucial NCD information and import the results using AI Ready™
directly into your appraisal forms software. Conveniently search all the relevant information
on your subject property, including a minimum five-year transaction history, and use extensive
search filters to find, save, and print a list of comparable sales. Data Express gives you many
options for viewing and printing your subject and comparable properties.
With Data Express:

Karen Mogridge, Product Manager, Data & Analytics
662 / 236-8313 | kmogridge@fncinc.com
Pat Brown, Manager, Corporate Contacts & Reporting
662 / 236-8180 | patbrown@fncinc.com

•

Access appraisal and public record data for a subject and its comparable properties

•

View location maps and plat maps for a subject and its comparables

•

Compare sales transfer and transaction history for the subject and comparables

•

Download or auto-populate subject and comparable data and maps into appraisal forms
using AI Ready™

•

Search for distressed sales, non-distressed, or both using the comp search filter
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Decrease Turn-Times and Increase Work Capacity
No one else delivers a data source backed by real-time appraisal
data. Public record and sales information simply aren’t enough
on their own. FNC’s National Collateral Database blends those
elements together for more accurate and timely property
characteristic data than ever before – you’ll save time and increase
profits, all with a simple click.
Plus, you can support the accuracy and reliability of the information
and receive a discount on your monthly data bill by contributing
your appraisal reports directly to the database: 10% off/month for
1-49 appraisals; 15% off/month for 50-99 appraisals; 20% off/
month for 100+ appraisals.

Locate the subject property

Appraisal Institute members also receive a 10% discount. For more information about these discounts, or to contribute your
appraisals via e-mail, contact us at: appraisalsubmission@fncinc.com

Collateral

Data and Analytics for the Real Estate Industry

662 / 236-8313 | kmogridge@fncinc.com
Pat Brown, Manager, Corporate Contacts & Reporting
662 / 236-8180 | patbrown@fncinc.com

Tap into the most up-to-date, complete, and
unbiased third-party appraisal data in the nation.
Data Express.
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For more information on Data Express, contact:
Karen Mogridge, Product Manager, Data & Analytics
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We know the score.

